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Theway the human brain represents speech inmemory is still unknown. An obvious characteristic of speech is its evolvement over time.
During speech processing, neural oscillations are modulated by the temporal properties of the acoustic speech signal, but also acquired
knowledge on the temporal structure of language influences speech perception-related brain activity. This suggests that speech could be
represented in the temporal domain, a form of representation that the brain also uses to encode autobiographic memories. Empirical
evidence for such a memory code is lacking. We investigated the nature of speech memory representations using direct cortical record-
ings in the left perisylvian cortex during delayed sentence reproduction in female and male patients undergoing awake tumor surgery.
Our results reveal that the brain endogenously represents speech in the temporal domain. Temporal pattern similarity analyses revealed
that the phase of frontotemporal low-frequency oscillations, primarily in the beta range, represents sentence identity in working mem-
ory. The positive relationship between beta power during working memory and task performance suggests that working memory
representations benefit from increased phase separation.
Keywords: electrocorticography;memory representations; sentence repetition; speech perception; speech production; temporal pattern
similarity
Introduction
Rhythmic regularities in the physical environment entrain neural
oscillations in the brain. Such a temporal relationship is well
described for human speech perception but could result from
mere rhythmic stimulus-induced evoked activity. Here we make
use of the unique human ability to represent speech in working
memory, to study if and how neural oscillations code speech
endogenously during verbal memory processes.
Covertly remembering and overtly repeating speech require
short-term verbal working memory (WM) (Baddeley, 2003; Jac-
quemot and Scott, 2006; Bastiaansen et al., 2010; Perrone-
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Significance Statement
Memory is an endogenous source of informationbasedon experience.While neural oscillations encode autobiographicmemories
in the temporal domain, little is known on their contribution to memory representations of human speech. Our electrocortical
recordings in participants who maintain sentences in memory identify the phase of left frontotemporal beta oscillations as the
most prominent information carrier of sentence identity. These observations provide evidence for a theoretical model on speech
memory representations and explain why interfering with beta oscillations in the left inferior frontal cortex diminishes verbal
working memory capacity. The lack of sentence identity coding at the syllabic rate suggests that sentences are represented in
memory in a more abstract form compared with speech coding during speech perception and production.
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Bertolotti et al., 2014; Alderson-Day and Fernyhough, 2015) as
well as a transformation of auditory into motor speech represen-
tations (Hickok and Poeppel, 2000, 2004; Cogan et al., 2014,
2017; Cheung et al., 2016). One classical view in theoretical WM
models is such thatWM relies in part on a left-lateralized phono-
logical loop involving interactions between frontal and temporal
cortical areas (Baddeley, 2003; Jacquemot and Scott, 2006;
Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Buchsbaum and D’Esposito, 2008;
Herman et al., 2013), where perceived speech is represented in
left temporal cortex, and articulatory motor programs are repre-
sented in left frontal cortex. Recent observations during syllable
repetition, using left perisylvian electrocorticography (ECoG),
document distinct brain regions that store phonological input,
transform sensory into motor representations, and maintain the
motor output in memory (Cogan et al., 2017). Yet, in natural
speech, syllables build up words that are used to construct sen-
tences. Sentences are more easily remembered compared with
(pseudo)word lists because of their syntactic structure and
sentence-level semantics, which logically connect single words.
This suggests additional processes that could facilitate sentence
compared with word list recall. Association cortices in the frontal
and temporal lobe contribute to this effect (Bonhage et al., 2017)
and may mediate interactions between WM systems and higher-
order sentence-level representations (Potter and Lombardi,
1990, 1998). Yet, how the brain codes natural speech in WM is
unknown.
Neural oscillations are a good candidate for representing
speech in WM because they play an important role in memory
formation (Buzsa´ki, 2006); and during speech perception, neural
oscillations are entrained by the exogenous quasi-rhythmic na-
ture of the auditory speech signal (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012).
The alignment of the oscillatory neural activity with the temporal
structure of the sensory input at overlapping frequencies facili-
tates the temporal parsing of the speech signal and supports
speech comprehension in a noisy environment (Luo and Poep-
pel, 2007; Nourski et al., 2009; Mesgarani and Chang, 2012; Pen˜a
and Melloni, 2012; Golumbic et al., 2013; Gross et al., 2013;
Kubanek et al., 2013; Ding and Simon, 2014; Rimmele et al.,
2015). In the auditory association cortex, the phase of neural
oscillations in the theta band (4–8 Hz), which approximately
corresponds to the syllabic modulation rate of the speech signal,
and interactions between theta phase and power in the high beta/
low gamma (25–35 Hz) and high gamma band (60–80 Hz) have
been associated with speech coding during speech perception
(Giraud and Poeppel, 2012). A computational speech perception
model proposes that the auditory cortex chunks beta-cycle long
time windows of the quasi-continuous speech signal for template
matchingwith speech representations inmemory (Ghitza, 2011).
Oscillations in the beta range have been proposed to aid sentence
unification (Bastiaansen et al., 2010).
Information coding may be complex because, even during
speech perception, neural oscillations in motor cortex can “rep-
resent” speech information on the basis of acoustic features
rather than in a “motor type” organization on the basis of soma-
totopicmaps (Cheung et al., 2016). This challenges classical views
of structure–function relationships and information representa-
tion. Consequently, verbal WMmodels have to be revisited. Us-
ing ECoG data, we thus investigated whether and how neural
oscillations code speech during sentence reproduction, specifi-
cally the identity of the repeated sentence during WM. Our re-
sults reveal that the phase of endogenous low-frequency
oscillations, particularly in the beta band, code speech informa-
tion, even in the absence of sensory input during verbal WM.
Materials andMethods
Participants. Perisylvian ECoG of the left language-dominant hemi-
sphere was recorded during awake tumor surgery in 2 female and 7 male
right-handed patients (Table 1). Evaluation of handedness was based on
self-report and patient observation during the perioperative weeks. Our
sample was restricted to patients with left perisylvian craniotomies be-
causewe did not operate on right language-dominant patients during the
course of the study. All patients were left language-dominant, as nonmo-
tor speech arrests and anomia sites were detected by direct cortical elec-
trical stimulation of left perisylvian cortex. In a clinical setting, ECoG can
be used to guide tumor resection and monitor epileptic discharges. The
ECoG session that we report here was research driven. All participants
gave written and informed consent, and the study was approved by the
local ethics committee (GZ 310/11).
Experimental design. After completion of the clinical language testing
during direct cortical stimulation, participants performed a sentence re-
production task during ECoG recording. Participants listened to prere-
corded three-word sentences (listening phase) of their own voice
(normalized between samples to 3 db relative to full scale and pre-
sented via loudspeakers at a comfortable loudness level for the patient)
with amaximum length of 1.5 s andwaited for 1.5 s (maintenance phase)
until visual presentation of a go cue for sentence reproduction (speaking
phase; see Fig. 1A). This introduced a verbalWMmaintenance phase into
the study design.
Sentences were recorded using a Philips PC headset (SHM7410U)
with an adjustable noise-canceling boom microphone (50–15,000 Hz,
42 dB, 2.2k Ohm) and recorded using Adobe Audition (RRID:
SCR_015796) at a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz. Sentences were presented
via a RAIKKONANOVacuum Speaker (2.5W). The average distance to
the patient’s ear was 70 cm.
In 5 participants, a specific sentence (same sentence) was used in 32
trials, whereas 73 further trials were based on 73 different sentences.
Using same and different sentences is a prerequisite for the temporal
pattern similarity analyses described below. In 4 participants, we could
increase the trial number to 60 times the same sentence and 65 times
different sentences. The sentences had an identical syntactic and syllabic
structure consisting of pronoun (1 syllable), verb (1 syllable), and adverb
(2 syllables) to avoid syntactic differences affect the results (e.g., “Er rennt
immer”, “Dubist wichtig”). Consequently, the acoustic speech envelopes
Table 1. Patient characteristics
Patient no. Gender Age(yr) Tumor localization Diagnosis Native language
1 Male 23 Frontal Diffuse astrocytoma, WHO II German
2 Male 53 Postcentral Anaplastic astrocytoma, WHO III German
3 Male 33 Frontal Anaplastic astrocytoma, WHO III English and Russian
4 Male 63 Temporal Glioblastoma, WHO IV German
5 Male 34 Frontal Glioblastoma, WHO IV English and Dutch
6 Male 54 Frontal Anaplastic astrocytoma, WHO III German
7 Female 34 Temporal Anaplastic glioma, WHO III German
8 Male 27 Temporal Anaplastic glioma, WHO III German
9 Female 27 Fronto-opercular Pilocytic astrocytoma, WHO I German
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of same and different sentences correlated with
each other (median correlation coefficient of
0.26; p  0.0039, Wilcoxon signed rank test).
The 7 native German speakers were tested with
a German corpus and 2 non-German early bi-
lingual English speakers were tested using Eng-
lish sentences of the same structure.
Recording and preprocessing.ECoGdatawere
acquired with high-resolution grids (5 mm
spacing, Ad-Tech Medical), referenced against
a frontocentral subgaleal needle electrode (Fz)
and sampled at 5 kHz (BrainAmpMRplus am-
plifier, BrainProducts, RRID:SCR_009443).
Grid dimensions (between 64 and 128 equally
spaced electrodes) were limited by the size of
the individual craniotomies. Synchronized
video, EMG of orbicularis oris and orbicularis
oculi muscles, and the patient’s voice were re-
corded to identify speech onsets. For ideal syn-
chronization between the ECoG recordings and
the auditory data, the microphone output was
also fed into the EMG amplifier. The FieldTrip
toolbox (http://FieldTrip.fcdonders.nl/, RRID:
SCR_004849) (Oostenveld et al., 2011) and in-
houseMATLABcode (MATLABwith Statistics
and Signal Processing Toolbox Release 2012b,
The MathWorks, RRID:SCR_001622) were
used to preprocess and analyze the data. ECoG
data were high-pass filtered at 1 Hz and low-
pass filtered at 300 Hz using a hamming, two-
pass Butterworth filter with a filter order of 5.
The line noise was removed using band-stop
filters for the 50Hznoise and the harmonics up
to 200 Hz using hamming, two-pass Butter-
worth filter with a filter order of 4. Data were
rereferenced using bipolar montages to in-
crease spatial resolution and to minimize the
influence of global sources (Mercier et al., 2017). Vertical and horizontal
montages of neighboring electrodes further increased spatial resolution.
For a first analysis, the trial onsets were defined as the auditory stimulus
onset. This analysis identifies effects time-locked to auditory stimulus
onset. In a second analysis, the trial onset was defined as individually
marked auditory stimulus offsets to focus on WM processes that could
only start once the entire sentence was perceived. In a third analysis,
effects time-locked to speech production were investigated by using in-
dividual speech onsets (voice onset) to define t  0. The delay between
the visual Go cue and the speech onset was defined as reaction time for
analyses of the behavioral data. Wrong repetitions or lapses were labeled
as error trials.
Electrodes over the radiologically defined tumor were excluded from
analyses. Consequently, number of electrodes and covered brain regions
varied between participants (Table 2). Trials containing artifacts (exces-
sive noise, jumps, DC shifts) were manually removed from each dataset.
Artifact trials were excluded, leaving 69.6% (12.1%) trials for analyses.
Of these, 34.4% (15.2%) were same sentence trials and 65.6%
(15.2%) different sentence trials.
Electrode selection. Bipolar montages between directly adjacent con-
tacts (hereafter electrodes) were selected based on their anatomical loca-
tion and activation profile in the time-frequency spectra. Electrodes of
interest were localized in mid and posterior superior temporal gyrus
(STG), pars triangularis and pars opercularis of the inferior frontal gyrus
(IFG), premotor cortex, and the dorsal and ventral primarymotor cortex
(see Fig. 1B). The activation profile for electrode selection was defined as
a function of task-specific activity, time-locked to the onset of the audi-
tory stimulus (regional cluster of suppression of low-frequency oscilla-
tions and positive gamma band responses; see Fig. 2). Time-frequency
spectra were created using Slepian multitapers (2–170 Hz) implemented
in the FieldTrip toolbox with a frequency resolution of 1 Hz and a
frequency-adaptive spectral smoothing of 0.4 per frequency. The elec-
trode with the largest power changes compared with baseline (800 ms
to100ms before stimulus onset), and its direct neighbors were defined
as an ROI. The relationship between individual electrode clusters and
anatomy served to identify regions in individual participants. The mean
power over electrodes in a region was calculated and averaged over par-
ticipants. As this specific time-frequency analysis only served to select
electrodes of interest, no further statistics were performed on these time-
frequency results. For visualization in Figure 2, the ColorBrewer RdBu
colormap was used to avoid the induction of artificial perceptual bound-
aries (www.ColorBrewer.org; Cynthia A. Brewer, Department of Geog-
raphy, Pennsylvania State University).
Electrode localization. All participants underwent a preoperative
structural MRI session (Trio 3T scanner, Siemens) with a standard
head coil. The MRI protocol included a high-resolution T1-weighted
MPRAGE sequence (TR 2250 ms, TE 3.83 ms, partial Fourier 7/8,
FOV 256 224mm, 144 slices, and isotropic voxel size 1.0 mm) for
anatomical reference.
Figure1. A, Sentence reproductionparadigm. Participants listened to three-word sentenceswhile awhite circlewas presented
on a screen. This listening phase (in all figures color-coded in green) was followed by a 1.5 s delay in which the sentence had to be
maintained in WM (color-coded in yellow). Thereafter, the circle turned green for 1.5 s, which served as a go cue for sentence
reproduction (speaking phase, color-coded in blue). The intertrial interval (ITI), which started once the circle turned white, was
jittered in duration between 1 and 2 s (0.5 s steps). B, Selected electrodes on a group average reconstructed cortical surface.
Individual ECoG siteswere transformednonlinearly into a common space andoverlaid on top of a 3D reconstructed average cortical
(i.e., pial) surface. Black-rimmed circles represent anatomical center of gravity of electrodes (colored dots) in dorsal motor cortex
(blue), ventral motor cortex (red), premotor cortex (green), pars opercularis of the IFG (black), pars triangularis of the IFG (cyan),
posterior STG (pink), andmid STG (orange). On the group level, electrodes intertwined; but in individual participants, dorsalmotor
cortex electrodes were always more dorsal than ventral motor cortex electrodes. In a minority of participants, the functionally
defined clusters were located slightly more caudal than the group mean. As a consequence, some participants showed motor-
related activity in the postcentral gyrus.
Table 2. Number of electrodes per region and participant
Participant
no.
Ventral
motor
Dorsal
motor Premotor
IFG pars
triangularis
IFG pars
opercularis
Mid
STG
Posterior
STG
1 2 — 2 — 2 4 5
2 5 5 2 — — 4 —
3 7 4 5 6 6 5 5
4 6 — 3 — 3 6 6
5 6 7 2 5 3 — —
6 4 — 2 4 — — —
7 5 6 — — 3 3 2
8 3 3 3 2 2 2 —
9 3 5 3 — 2 3 —
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The individual pial cortical surfaces, as well as cortical and brain
masks of the left hemisphere were reconstructed from the T1-
weighted structural image using the FreeSurfer (RRID:SCR_001847)
standard pipeline implemented in the “recon-all” tool (Dale et al.,
1999). The mass lesions were manually masked during the prepro-
cessing to correct local reconstruction errors. Electrodes were local-
ized manually on each individual’s pial surface using intraoperative
photographs. The individual structural images were transformed
Figure2. Group-averaged (A) andexemplary singlepatient (B) time frequency-resolveddataof left perisylvian ECoGduring sentence reproduction. All panels: Left to right, Rostrocaudal axis. Top
to bottom, Dorsoventral axis. Plots represent averages over clusters of electrodes that share the same spectral pattern over time within an anatomical region. Power is color-coded as the relative
change per cent compared with baseline. A value of 1 indicates a change of 100%. Frequency on the y axis (4–160 Hz), time on the x axis (0–5 s with trials locked to auditory sentence onset). Trial
phases are illustrated in green (listening), yellow (maintenance), and blue (speaking).
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nonlinearly to a common template, which was linearly aligned to the
MNI standard space (Grabner et al., 2006) using Dartel, part of
SPM12 (SPM, RRID:SCR_007037) (Ashburner, 2007).
Electrode positions are illustrated in Figure 1B on the group average-
normalized cortical surface. Rimmed circles represent the center of grav-
ity of electrodes in a given cortical region.
Temporal pattern similarity (TPSim). To investigate temporal infor-
mation coding of sentence identity during verbal WM, we computed
TPSim (Staudigl et al., 2015;Michelmann et al., 2016) of the ECoG signal
during sentence reproduction. TPSim is a form of representational sim-
ilarity analysis (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008; Yaffe et al., 2014), a well-
established methodology used particularly for investigating memory
representations. In short, it is based on a correlation analysis of time
courses of brain activity. In contrast to the more widely used intertrial
coherence (e.g., Luo and Poeppel, 2007), it does not reflect the consis-
tency of the signal’s phase or amplitude across trials but rather detects the
consistency of temporal modulations in the signal (Golumbic et al.,
2013). TPSim thus represents the time-resolved correlation between the
spectral coefficients of trial pairs within a given time window and a given
frequency band. Our TPSim analyses reveal correlations between neural
signals that reflect consistent processing in time.
Recent studies on speech perception have identified the phase of low-
frequency oscillations as well as broadband high gamma power envelope
fluctuations as temporal information carriers during stimulus-related
processing (Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Mesgarani and Chang, 2012;
Golumbic et al., 2013) and sentence processing (Nelson et al., 2017; Tang
et al., 2017). Based on these studies, we hypothesized that both parame-
ters could be involved in temporal information coding during verbal
WM. We thus investigated both the complex coefficient of low-
frequency oscillations’ phase-locking value (phase TPSim) and the
broadband high gamma power envelope fluctuations (power TPSim).
For investigating low-frequency oscillations as carriers of sentence iden-
tity processing, the frequency range (4–48 Hz) was selected. In this fre-
quency range, resolved at 1 Hz, time-frequency analysis of each trial was
performed using wavelet analyses (Fieldtrip toolbox) in time steps of 10
ms and the resulting complex Fourier coefficients were used for the sub-
sequent similarity analysis. To also investigate high gamma power enve-
lope fluctuations as carriers of sentence identity processing, the trial data
were band-passed in the frequency range (70–170 Hz) (Mesgarani and
Chang, 2012; Golumbic et al., 2013; Mesgarani et al., 2014; Herff et al.,
2015) using two-way least-squares FIR filtering and the absolute values of
the Hilbert transform were computed.
For low-frequency oscillations (encoding sentence identity), time-
resolved phase TPSimwas computed in the following way. A sliding time
window of 500 ms length in steps of 100 ms was used along the time bins
for which spectral coefficients were computed (see above). In each of
these time bins and for each frequency in the low-frequency range (4–48
Hz), all the spectral coefficients falling within the centered sliding time
window were selected for each trial in the two conditions (same and
different sentence trials). As we expected, the encoding to occur in the
phase variations, rather than in the power of low-frequency oscillations
(Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Mesgarani and Chang, 2012; Golumbic et al.,
2013), the phase TPSim analysis was performed on phase variation sim-
ilarities between trials rather than power variation similarities. Within
each of the two conditions, for each possible pair of trials, a complex
coefficient of phase-locking between the two spectral coefficient series
was computed and a Fisher z transformationwas applied. This coefficient
is almost identical to the phase-locking value (PLV) (Lachaux et al.,
1999) with the main difference that, instead of taking the magnitude of
the complex phase-locking coefficient, to compute PLV, the complex
coefficient itself is used. This retains the phase difference information for
every pair of trials so that it is taken into consideration in the phase
TPSim analyses. PLV, as well as the complex coefficient used here, is a
measure very similar to coherence but with normalized cross-spectra so
that the effect of amplitude variations is masked and only phase varia-
tions are examined. These analyses were repeated for each condition,
each given time-frequency bin, and each electrode across all possible
pairs of trials (except autocorrelations, see Formula 1) as follows:
phaseTPSimc,t
 j1Ntc k1Ntc Nw1 tLtL expi j,,c k,,c
where j  k and j, k are trial indices (1)
where c indicates condition (i.e., same or different sentence), t indicates
the time point at the center of the moving time window in a trial, L
indicates the extent of the time window from its center,  indicates the
phase of the complex spectral coefficient for a given trial and time point,
Ntc indicates total number of trials for the given condition c, and Nw
indicates number of time points within the moving window equal to 2 L
 1. The term inside the exponent is a complex number expressing the
phase difference between two trials at a given time point.
For high gamma power envelope fluctuations, time-resolved power
TPSimwas computed in the followingway. A sliding timewindow of 500
ms length in steps of 100 ms was used along the time range for which the
high gamma power envelope was computed (see above). In each of these
time bins, all the high gamma power envelope values falling within the
centered sliding time window were selected for each trial in the two
conditions (same and different trials). Then, within each of the two con-
ditions, for each possible pair of trials, the Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cient was computed between the power envelope series of these two
specific trials from the given condition, time-frequency bin, and elec-
trode. For each condition, each given time bin, and each electrode, the
analysis was repeated across all possible pairs of trials; and after applying
a Fisher z transformation, the mean of the resulting distribution of cor-
relation values was computed as the metric to describe the overall simi-
larity between trials and was assigned as the TPSim value for the specific
case (see Formula 2).
powerTPSimc,t
 j1Ntc k1Ntc E	h j,tw,c h j,tw,chk,tw,c hk,tw,c
 j,tw,ck,tw,c (2)
where h indicates the absolute of the Hilbert transform for given trial,
time, and condition, h indicates the mean of the Hilbert coefficients, E
indicates expected value, and ( j, tw, c) indicates SD of Hilbert coeffi-
cients within the time window centered at time t.
The term inside the sums describes the Pearson correlation coefficient.
The expected value in the nominator and the SD values in the denomi-
nator are computed for all the Hilbert coefficients inside the time win-
dow centered at time t. The values within this window are represented in
Equation 2 by the variable tw as follows:
tw  t  L,t  L  1…,t,…,t  L  1,t  L
The mean of the resulting distribution of phase-locking (low frequen-
cies) or power correlation values (high frequency) was computed as the
metric to describe the overall similarity between trials andwas assigned as
the TPSim value for the specific case.
To test for temporally structured brain activity that encodes sentence
identity, we compared TPSimof neural activation in trials when the same
sentence was used with TPSim in the trials with different sentences,
separately for phase and power TPSim (see Eq. 3). A difference in corre-
lation of neural signals between same and different sentence trials
(TPSim) identifies sentence-specific temporal information coding,
which is the central parameter of interest in our study. TPSim was
investigated across all time(-frequency) bins and electrodes. This re-
sulted in a TPSim per patient, electrode, and time(-frequency) bin.
TPSim was expected to be high when neural signals contain more sim-
ilar temporal features in the case of same sentence trials, compared with
different ones as follows:
phase/powerTPSimt  phase/powerTPSimsame,t
 phase/powerTPSimdiff,t (3)
To detect temporal information coding that is directly related to perceptual
processing during listening, the trials were time-locked to the onset of the
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auditory stimulus at the beginning of the listening phase. To investigate
temporal information coding during speech production, the same analysis
wasperformedwith thedata time-locked to individual speechonsets.Results
from the phaseTPSim analyses are depicted in Figure 3.
TPSim during theWMmaintenance phase was investigated in three
separate analyses. Temporal information coding related with the re-
corded sentence onset reflecting sentence identity coding in WM was
analyzed in the data cut on auditory stimulus onset (phase TPSim; see
Fig. 4, top). Processes that could start only after the entire sentence was
perceivedwere detected in analyses inwhich the datawere time-locked to
the offset of the auditory stimulus (phase TPSim; see Fig. 4, middle
panels). Processes during WM maintenance that were more directly re-
lated with speech production than perception were investigated in anal-
yses in which the data were cut on the individual speech onset times
(phase TPSim; see Fig. 4, bottom panels). Results of the phase and
power TPSim analyses, separately, are represented in Figure 5.
We used TPSim between same and different sentence trials to iden-
tify significant clusters of temporal information coding of sentence iden-
tity. The comparison of a repeated with nonrepeated items introduces
repetition effects. Such priming effects were excluded from the sentence
identity analyses by masking out repetition-related TPSim. This was
based on a comparison of TPSim of directly repeated versus nondirectly
repeated same sentence trials (response priming) (Henson et al., 2014).
Additional adaptation effects (repetition priming) (Henson et al., 2014)
were excluded based on a second comparison between same sentence
trials in the second versus first half of the experiment (exclusivemasking;
see Statistical analysis). However, repetition priming is more closely re-
lated to memory representations on a larger time scale compared with
response priming and is thus worth exploring duringWMmaintenance.
Because Participant 1 did not contribute a sufficient number of repeated
trials, this analysis was based on data from the remaining 8 participants.
These additional analyses were performed on low-frequency phase and
broadband gamma power cut on the auditory stimulus onset and offset
and on the speech onset (phase TPSim, see Fig. 6; power TPSim
reported in the text). Results of the power TPSim analyses are illus-
trated in Figure 7.
Relationship between TPSim and task performance. To test for a be-
havioral relevance of the observed significant phase TPSim clusters
during WM maintenance, we investigated whether the power of low-
frequency oscillations at times of significant sentence identity codingwas
related to task performance. Every wrongly reproduced sentence was
defined as an error. Because nearly all error trials were expectedly differ-
ent sentence trials, we could not investigate the direct relationship be-
tween phase coding in beta oscillations and behavior using TPSim.
The number of electrodes coding sentence identity in phase TPSim
in the theta band and in the form of broadband gamma power TPSim
Figure3. Perception- andproduction-related sentence identity coding in time (phaseTPSim): groupdata of left perisylvian ECoG. Plots represent averages over electrodes andparticipants. For
perception-related temporal information coding during listening (green), trials were time-locked on stimulus onset; whereas for the analysis of production-related sentence identity coding during
speaking (blue), trialswere time-locked on individual speech onsets. Results of the analyses performed on the complex coefficient of phase-locking values of the time frequency-resolved data in the
low-frequency range (4–48 Hz) are shown in each region. Significant clusters are framed inwhite ( p 0.01, stepwise Bonferroni-corrected). Sentence identity coding (phaseTPSim)was found
in most frequencies almost instantaneously after stimulus onset in most of the studied frequencies and regions. During speaking, phaseTPSimwas observed in relative higher frequencies and a
narrow theta band. Time points on the x axes correspond to the center of the 500 ms analysis window.
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was not large enough to permit testing a relationship with behavior.
Because phase coding is likely modulated by the amplitude of the under-
lying oscillation (more robust phase coding with increasing power)
(Wang, 2010), we tested whether power of low-frequency oscillations in
significant clusters of the corresponding phase TPSim during WM
maintenance was related with correct sentence reproduction. The time-
frequency clusters that were entered in this analysis are illustrated in
Figure 4 (top panels): pars triangularis of the IFG (beta: centered at 2 s
and 29.5 Hz; 2.15 s and 13 Hz), pars opercularis of the IFG (alpha:
centered at 2.05 s and 9Hz), mid STG (beta: centered at 1.7 s and 27Hz),
posterior STG (alpha: centered at 2.3 s and 8.5 Hz, beta: centered at 3 s
and 15Hz, low gamma: centered at 1.8 s and 46.5Hz; 2.55 s and 45.5Hz);
Figure 4 (middle panels): pars triangularis of the IFG (beta: centered at
1.05 s and 14.5 Hz), premotor cortex (low gamma: centered at 0.9 s and
42 Hz), ventral motor cortex (beta: centered at 0.75 s 30 Hz), dorsal
motor cortex (low gamma: centered at 0.45 s and 43.5Hz; 0.55 s and 45.5
Hz); Figure 4 (bottom panels): pars triangularis of the IFG (alpha: cen-
tered at1.25 s and 11 Hz, beta: centered at0.7 s and 24.5 Hz;0.2 s
and 17 Hz, low gamma: centered at 0.15 s and 36 Hz), dorsal motor
cortex (alpha: centered at0.35 s and 9Hz, beta: centered at0.65 s and
29 Hz), mid STG (alpha: centered at 0.95 s and 10 Hz, low gamma:
centered at1.1 s and 46 Hz), posterior STG (beta: centered at0.35 s
and 22 Hz). Baseline-corrected power in these clusters was averaged
separately in correct different sentence trials and in incorrect different
sentence trials (on average, 54 correct vs 7 incorrect different sentence
trials). We calculated the difference between the median power of low-
frequency oscillations in correct and incorrect trials in each individual
cluster.
Statistical analysis.To test for significant differences between same and
different sentence trialTPSim (phase and power), we created surrogate
data to obtain a null distribution for theTPSim values. In each patient,
all same sentence trials were used, and the same number of different
sentence trials was selected randomly. The trials were randomly split in
two equal half-sets, and the surrogate TPSim was calculated within each
half-set and averaged. Surrogate TPSim between the two half-sets was
calculated by subtracting the two surrogate TPSims. This procedure was
repeated 1000 times. Because beta effects are more distributed within
regions compared with more local gamma effects (Courtemanche et al.,
2003;Howe et al., 2011), the electrodes’ real and surrogate phaseTPSim
were averaged separately within each region. The real TPSim in each
Figure 4. Sentence identity coding (phaseTPSim) during verbal WM: group data of left perisylvian ECoG. Plots represent averages over electrodes and participants during the maintenance
phase with trials time-locked on the stimulus onset (0 s, top panels), on the different stimulus offsets (0 s, middle panels), and on the individual speech onsets (0 s, bottom panels). PhaseTPSim
based on the complex coefficient of phase-locking values of the time frequency-resolved data in the low-frequency range (4–48 Hz) are shown in each region. Significant clusters during WM
maintenance are framed inwhite ( p 0.01, stepwise Bonferroni-corrected). Borders of clusters that are too close to stimulus offset or the speech onset to be interpreted asWM-related have been
colored in black. Temporal information coding (phaseTPSim) was observed during WM in the pars triangularis of the IFG in all of the three analyses. PhaseTPSim in motor cortices was first
observed after the stimulus was perceived. PhaseTPSim in auditory association cortices was primarily observed in WM processes related to stimulus onset, respectively, to speech onset. Time
points on the x axes correspond to themiddle of the 500ms analysis window. Significant clusters at the borders of the maintenance phase were not interpreted further because these effects could
have been generated by the listening or the speaking phase. S, Speaking.
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Figure 5. Input- and output-related phase and power TPSim. Time points on the x axes correspond to the center of the 500 ms analysis window. A, B, Input-related phase TPSim based on the
complex coefficient phase-locking value of the time frequency-resolved data in the low-frequency range (4–48 Hz) of same (A) and different (B) sentence trials. Trials were time-locked on the
auditory stimulus onset (0 s). Plots represent averages over electrodes and patients.D, E, Output-related phase TPSim based on the complex coefficient phase-locking value of the time frequency-
resolved data in the low-frequency range (4–48 Hz) of same (D) and different (E) sentence trials. Trials were time-locked on individual speech onset (0 s). Plots represent averages over electrodes
andpatients. Input-related (C) andoutput-related (F ) gammapower TPSim (70–170Hz) of same (red) anddifferent sentence trials (blue).C, Trialswere time-lockedon stimulus onset (0 s).F, Trials
were time-locked on individual speech onset (0 s). Gray shaded area represents significantTPSim time intervals ( p 0.0243, corrected, ventral motor cortex in C). Plots illustrate representative
single electrodes in participant 3.
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Figure 6. A, Response and repetition priming phase TPSim during speech perception and production: group data of left perisylvian ECoG. Plots represent averages over electrodes and
participants. For perception-related response and repetition priming phaseTPSim during listening (green), trials were time-locked on stimulus onset; whereas for the analysis of production-
related response and repetition priming during speaking (blue), trials were time-locked on individual speech onsets. The analysis was performed on the complex coefficient phase-locking value of
the time frequency-resolved data in the low-frequency range (4–48 Hz). Significant clusters ( p 0.01, stepwise Bonferroni-corrected) reflecting response priming (red) and repetition priming
(blue) are overlaid onto the phaseTPSim analyses on sentence identity (related to Fig. 3). Time points on the x axes correspond to the middle of the 500 ms analysis window. B, Response and
repetition priming phaseTPSim during verbal WM: group data of left perisylvian ECoG. Plots represent averages over electrodes and participants duringWMmaintenance with trials time-locked
on the stimulus onset (0 s, top panels), on the different stimulus offsets (0 s, middle panels), and on the individual speech onsets (0 s, bottom panels). The analysis was performed on the complex
coefficient phase-locking value of the time frequency-resolved data in the low-frequency range (4–48Hz). Significant clusters ( p0.01, stepwise Bonferroni-corrected) on response priming (red)
and repetition priming (blue) are overlaid onto the phaseTPSim analyses, reflecting sentence identity coding during verbal WM (related to Fig. 4). Time points on the x axes correspond to the
middle of the 500 ms analysis window. S, Speaking.
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region was averaged separately over participants. Each participant pro-
vided 1 random of 1000 surrogate TPSim for each region. The mean of
those selected surrogate TPSim was compared against the observed
average TPSim within each region. This comparison was performed
10,000 times for each time window and for each frequency bin for the
frequency resolved phase TPSim and for each time window for the
gamma power envelope fluctuations (power TPSim) with the only dif-
ference that gamma powerTPSimwas calculated in single electrodes. If
in 95% of the comparisons, the observed TPSim was higher than the
surrogateTPSim, then these data points were considered above thresh-
old. To exclude effects of response or repetition priming, the suprath-
reshold data points were masked exclusively with the significant clusters
revealed by the TPSim analysis on repetition effects (see above). The
statistics of the repetition effects analyses were identical. Multiple com-
parison correction was performed on the masked suprathreshold data
points, clustered in time, based on temporal adjacency. To this end, the
resulting binary Boolean vector containing the suprathreshold time win-
dows was permuted 10,000 times to create a reference cluster distribu-
tion. We tested whether the size of the observed clusters was larger than
the size of the surrogate, permuted clusters. To focus the analyses on the
strongest effects, this comparisonwas performed for the four largest clusters
using a stepwise Bonferroni correction and correcting for the five separate
analyses (largest real cluster 99% of the largest random cluster, second
largest cluster 99.5% of the second largest random cluster etc.) (Wald-
hauser et al., 2015). The results of the gamma powerTPSim analysis were
additionally Bonferroni-corrected for the number of electrodes.
Due to the temporal smearing of the 500 ms analysis window for
TPSim calculations, temporal information coding was only considered
specific for WMmaintenance, when it was observed well away from the
offset of the auditory sentence or the speech onset. Significant clusters
around the offset of the auditory sentence or speech onset were not
interpreted because they likely reflect components of evoked responses.
Those clusters were framed in black in Figures 4 and 6.
Averaging phase TPSim over electrodes may potentially induce spu-
rious effects. To exclude phaseTPSim effects induced by averaging over
electrodes and participants, additional statistical analyses were per-
formed as described above, yet, in single electrodes separately. The only
difference was that the real-phaseTPSim in a given electrode was com-
pared with the 1000 surrogate-phase TPSim in this electrode. The
resulting-phase TPSim clusters were tested for significant sentence
identity coding as described above. We then tested whether single elec-
trodes in individual participants showed significant sentence identity
coding in phase TPSim in frequencies and at times at which the group
phaseTPSim clusters based on averageswithin regionswere significant.
We report the median number of individual electrodes contributing to
significant clusters in the group analysis.
Power of low-frequency oscillations in time-frequency clusters that
showed significant phaseTPSim in the aforementioned group analysiswas
tested for a relationshipwith taskperformance.We testedwhether thepower
of low-frequency oscillations differed between correct and incorrect trials.
Non-normally distributed (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test) power differences
between correct and incorrect different sentence trials were tested against
zero using aWilcoxon signed-rank test (alpha 0.05).
To detect those regions that contributed most to the overall effect, the
same analysis was performed for each region separately.
Code accessibility. The custom MATLAB and FieldTrip code is avail-
able upon request.
Results
Nine patients undergoing awake tumor surgery in the left perisylvian
regionrepeatedprerecordedthree-wordsentencesfollowingavisualGo
cue after maintaining the sentence in WM for 1.5 s (Fig. 1A). Time-
frequency analysis revealed that, in the auditory cortex, suppression of
lowfrequenciesandbroadbandgammaactivitywasexpectedlystronger
duringlisteningthanduringspeaking(Fig.2).Themotorcortexshowed
theoppositepattern. Suppressionof lowfrequencies (from the theta to
thebeta range)persisted inprimarymotor cortexduringWMmain-
tenance,whereas thepremotor cortex showeda relativeWM-related
high beta and low gamma power increase. The pars opercularis of
Figure7. Summary figureof sentence identity coding in thebetaphaseTPSimand thegammapowerTPSim.Black-rimmedcircles represent regions that coded sentence identity in thephase
of beta oscillations. Small colored crosses represent single electrodes that coded sentence identity in broadband gamma power fluctuations. A, Sentence identity coding during listening (left) and
speaking (right). B, Sentence identity coding during WMmaintenance with trials time-locked on the stimulus onset (left), on the different stimulus offsets (middle), and on the individual speech
onsets (right).Whereas input-related sentence identity coding in the beta bandwas observed in the auditory association cortices and the IFG, beta phase coding in themotor cortex depended on the
perception of the entire sentence. There is an overall paucity of electrodes coding sentence identity in the broadband gamma signal compared with coding in the beta band.
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the IFG showed some suppression of low frequencies, whereas this
effect was not observed in the pars triangularis where activity in-
creased in a broad frequency range with an overall frequency drift
toward the beta range during WM maintenance. The mid STG
showed stronger beta power during WM maintenance compared
with the posterior STG.
Behavioral results
Same sentences were not repeated correctly in 1.17% (1.68%) of
same sentence trials; 10%(6%)of thedifferent sentence trialswere
error trials. The average speech onset time was 590 ms (140 ms).
The reaction time in same sentence trials (565ms150ms) did not
differ significantly from reaction time in different sentence trials
(602ms143ms) (p 0.091; two-sample t test).
Sentence identity coding during listening and speaking
The time-frequency resolved phase TPSim in the phase of low-
frequency oscillations from 4 to 48 Hz, based on phase TPSim in
that frequency range (Fig. 5), was first computed with the trials
time-locked relative to the auditory stimulus onset at the begin-
ning of the listening period (Fig. 3, left panels). This identifies
temporal information coding that is temporally related with on-
line stimulus processing. As expected, phase TPSim increased
immediately after stimulus onset and remained significantly high
(p 0.01, stepwise Bonferroni–Holmes correction) duringmost
of the listening period in all recorded brain regions. Phase
TPSim during listening was most prominent in auditory asso-
ciation cortex compared with motor or prefrontal cortex. Phase
TPSim ranged in frequencies from the theta to the low beta
band (4–20 Hz) with only slight differences between regions.
Additionally, phase TPSim increased in the high beta (20–30
Hz) and low gamma band (30–40 Hz) in posterior STG, and in
the low gammaband in the premotor cortex, the pars opercularis,
and triangularis of the IFG (Fig. 3, left panels). In the dorsal
motor cortex, phase TPSim was found in the low beta band at
the end of the listening period (Fig. 3, left panels).
Despite comparable acoustic envelopes between sentences,
sentence identity was also coded in the broadband gamma enve-
lope during listening, yet in only three electrodes in themotor and
auditory association cortex (see Fig. 7A, left; see Fig. 5C and F for
power TPSim of same and different sentence trials separately). This
demonstrates that speech is coded not only in the formof the spatial
distributionofbroadbandgammaactivityover electrodes (Flinker et
al., 2010;Mesgarani andChang, 2012; Pasley et al., 2012; Lotte et al.,
2015; Cheung et al., 2016) but also temporally within electrodes in
the form of broadband gamma power modulations (Tang et al.,
2017) and phase-modulation of low-frequency oscillations.
In the speaking trial phase (data time-locked to the individual
speech onsets), significant phase TPSim was found in all areas,
including themotor and the temporal auditory association cortex
(Fig. 3, right panels). Coding in the latter region was expected
given the processing of the auditory feedback during speech pro-
duction by the temporal cortex (Flinker et al., 2010). Yet, phase
TPSim was observed in relative higher frequencies compared
with the listening phase because tracking in the lower frequencies
was restricted to a narrow theta band (4–6 Hz) in all regions.
Strong phase TPSim in higher frequencies was present in the
high beta and low gamma band in motor cortices, in the low
gamma band in the pars triangularis of the IFG, and in the high
beta and low gamma range in the auditory association cortex
(Fig. 3, right panels). During speaking, broadband gamma power
TPSim did not survive correction for multiple comparisons in
any recorded electrode.
Sentence identity coding during verbal WM
Central to our main question and hypothesis was whether neural
activity in the maintenance phase was temporally structured in a
way that permits identification of same versus different sentences
in WM. When the analysis was performed with the trials time-
locked on the auditory stimulus onset, traces of sentence identity
encoding (phase TPSim) during the maintenance period were
found in the mid and posterior STG and the pars triangularis and
opercularis of the IFG (Fig. 4, top panels). The different regions
coded sentence identity in different frequency bands: alpha in the
pars opercularis of the IFG and posterior STG, low beta in the pos-
terior STG and pars triangularis, high beta in the pars triangularis
and themid STG, and low gamma in the posterior STGand the pars
triangularis of the IFG(Fig. 4, toppanels).As in this analysis, all trials
were time-locked to the onset of the auditory stimulus in the listen-
ing phase, the aforementioned encoding patterns inWMweremore
related to early input-related processing. There is an absence of sig-
nificant phaseTPSim in the motor cortices in this analysis.
Sentence identity coding that was temporally related with the
offset of the auditory stimuli and consequently depended on the
concluded perception of the entire sentence was found in the low
beta band in the pars triangularis of the IFG, in the high beta band
in the ventral motor cortex, and in the low gamma band in the
dorsal and premotor cortex (Fig. 4, middle panels).
Output-related sentence-specific processes duringWMmainte-
nance were detected in auditory association cortices, dorsal motor
cortex, and the pars triangularis of the IFG when trials were time-
locked to the individual speech onsets (Fig. 4, bottompanels). Phase
TPSimwasprimarily found in thehighbeta and lowgammaband.
Additional sentence identity coding was observed in the theta/alpha
band in the posterior STG, mid STG, the pars triangularis, and the
dorsal motor cortex (Fig. 4, bottom panels).
Sentence identity coding, as identified in the group analysis of
data averaged over electrodes and participants, was not an artifact
of averaging or pooling because single electrode phase TPSim
analyses confirmed significant coding in individual electrodes
(median number of significant electrodes per region: 5 electrodes
with a range from 1 to 14 electrodes).
Short periods of broadband gamma power envelope fluctua-
tions coded sentence identity during WM significantly only in
two single electrodes in the pars triangularis of the IFG and the
dorsal motor cortex in the analysis that was time-locked to audi-
tory sentence onset (see Fig. 7B).
In sum, the phase of low-frequency oscillations coded sen-
tence identity during WM more consistently than broadband
gamma power fluctuations. Phase coding during WM was ob-
served most frequently in the beta band (10 times) and less often
in the low gamma (7 times) and alpha band (5 times), whereas, in
contrast to the listening and speaking period, sentence identity
coding in the theta band occurred only once duringWM.During
WM maintenance, input-related sentence identity coding in the
beta band, the frequency range that showed the most prominent
sentence identity coding, was first observed in the auditory asso-
ciation cortices and the pars triangularis of the IFG (see Fig. 7B,
left). Sentence identity coding in the beta band that depended on
the concluded perception of the entire phrase was additionally
observed in the ventral motor cortex (see Fig. 7B, middle). Fi-
nally, output-related sentence identity coding in the beta band
during WMmaintenance was observed in the dorsal motor cor-
tex, the pars triangularis of the IFG, and the posterior STG (see
Fig. 7B, right).
We investigated further whether the amplitude of low-
frequency oscillations was behaviorally relevant when oscillatory
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phase coded sentence identity during WM maintenance. Only
beta power was positively related with performance.Median beta
power was higher in correct compared with incorrect trials in the
time-frequency windows when beta phase TPSim was signifi-
cant (power difference between correct and incorrect trials 1.033
a.u., p  0.033, Wilcoxon signed rank test), indicating less sup-
pressed beta-band power values for correct than incorrect sen-
tence reproduction compared with baseline. This effect was
primarily driven by beta power in the pars triangularis of the IFG
(5.447 a.u., p 0.0137,Wilcoxon signed rank test) and in themid
STG (1.956 a.u., p 0.0312,Wilcoxon signed rank test), whereas
in the other regions, the relationship between beta power and
behavior did not reach significance. Alpha or low gamma power
did not differ significantly between correct and incorrect trials
(alpha power difference: 1.6834 a.u., p  0.0619; low gamma
power difference: 0.0768 a.u., p 0.6552, Wilcoxon signed rank
test).
Priming effects
There was minimal overlay between time(-frequency) clusters of
sentence identity coding and clusters representing effects of re-
sponse or repetition priming. Response priming during listening
occurred primarily in the theta and low gamma range (Fig. 6A,
red clusters). During speaking, strong response priming was ob-
served in the auditory association cortices in the beta range. Dur-
ing WM maintenance, response priming effects and sentence
identity coding in the beta band occurred close by in the pars
triangularis of the IFG (Fig. 6B, red clusters). Response priming
effects in broadband gamma power TPSim were observed in
two electrodes in the ventral motor cortex during listening, but
not during speaking. During WM maintenance, significant
broadband gamma power TPSim response priming occurred
only in one electrode in the dorsal motor cortex and in one elec-
trode in the pars triangularis of the IFG.
Repetition priming showed larger effects than response prim-
ing. Later epochs during the experiment showedmore consistent
phase coding, particularly in the pars opercularis of the IFG and
the auditory association cortices during listening, speaking, and
WM maintenance (Fig. 6, blue clusters). With the exception of
the posterior STG during listening and the mid STG during
speaking, repetition priming effects occurred at relative higher
frequencies in the respective frequency bands compared with
sentence identity coding. Repetition priming effects during WM
in the phase of low-frequency oscillations were primarily ob-
served in the beta and low gamma band. Repetition priming ef-
fects in the broadband gamma power TPSim were observed in
electrodes in all regions, except the dorsal motor cortex and the
posterior STG during listening. During speaking, no electrodes
showed effects of response or repetition priming in the power
TPSim analyses. During WM maintenance, two electrodes in
the dorsal motor cortex and two electrodes in the IFG showed
effects of repetition priming in broadband gamma power
TPSim.
Discussion
We have demonstrated that sentence identity duringWM is con-
sistently represented in the phase of low-frequency oscillations,
particularly in the beta range, in the studied left frontal and tem-
poral cortical areas. To our knowledge, this report is the first to
demonstrate that sentence encoding in WM occurs in the phase
of beta oscillations in left frontotemporal regions.
While sentence identity during WM was also decoded from
alpha and low gammaoscillations, sentence identity coding in the
beta band was most prominent and related with task perfor-
mance. This suggests a behaviorally relevant, yet not exclusive,
coding of sentence identity in the beta band. In a theoretical
speech decoding model (Ghitza, 2011), endogenous beta oscilla-
tions in auditory cortex are phase-reset by a speech-parsing theta
rhythm tomap beta-cycle long speech segments to memory neu-
rons that represent phonetic features. This suggests that the
access to linguistic memory representations is temporally struc-
tured by beta oscillations. Indeed, repetitive transcranial mag-
netic stimulation over the left IFGwith stimulation frequencies in
the beta, but not alpha or theta range, interfereswith verbalmem-
ory (Hanslmayr et al., 2014). The special role of beta oscillations
for temporal information coding in memory is not restricted to
the verbal domain, as beta oscillations facilitate also visual WM
(Buschman andMiller, 2007; Siegel et al., 2009; Du¨zel et al., 2010;
Staudigl et al., 2015). In visual WM, prefrontal action potentials
are aligned to beta oscillations in the local field potential in such
a way that the phase of the beta oscillation codes the order of
sequentially memorized items (“phase separation”) (Siegel et al.,
2009). This points to the role of beta oscillations in sequencing
and timing (Arnal, 2012; Fujioka et al., 2012). Sequencing is
important during speech and particularly sentence processing.
Congruently, when WM-related processing serves syntactic uni-
fication during sentence perception, EEG beta power increases
compared with perception of word lists. This has so far only been
demonstrated on the scalp level (Bastiaansen et al., 2010; for
conflicting results, see Lam et al., 2016). The phase of beta oscil-
lations could represent sequential order in verbalmemory, which
could represent a prerequisite for correct speech reproduction.
We show here that beta power was higher in correct compared
with incorrect trials at times when beta phase coded sentence
identity in WM. During WM maintenance, beta power was less
suppressed compared with the listening and speaking trial phases
and even increased compared with silent baseline (Fig. 2). In-
creased amplitudes of beta oscillations have been associated with
internal timing processes during sequencing (Gompf et al.,
2017). We hypothesize that relatively higher amplitudes of beta
oscillations during sentence encoding facilitate phase separation
and thus enhance the memory representation contained therein.
Sentence identity was decoded both from the phase of low-
frequency oscillations and from the amplitude fluctuations of the
broadband gamma signal. Yet, coding was much sparser in
gamma power compared with low-frequency phase. When data
were aligned to individual speech onsets, broadband gamma
power modulations tracked the succession of regional activation
from themotor to the auditory association cortices (Fig. 5F). Yet,
broadband gamma power fluctuations did not significantly code
sentence identity during speaking. Phonemes embedded in sylla-
bles or words have previously been decoded from motor and
auditory cortex broadband gamma signals (Flinker et al., 2010;
Korzeniewska et al., 2011; Pei et al., 2011; Bouchard et al., 2013;
Cogan et al., 2014). Our negative finding could either result from
slight trial-to-trial variability in the reproduction of the same
sentence, or suggests that the phase of low-frequency oscillations
carriesmore information on sentence context than the amplitude
modulations of the broadband gamma signal. In the following,
we thus focus the discussion on phase coding.
Our results confirm that content is represented in short bouts
of neural activity duringWM (Lundqvist et al., 2018a,b; Miller et
al., 2018). Sentence identity was coded in every studied brain
region in the phase of low-frequency oscillations already during
listening (Fig. 7A, left), which suggests that, at least in the context
of a sentence reproduction paradigm, information on perceived
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speech is directly disseminated throughout the left frontotempo-
ral speech network. Yet, our results suggest that WM mainte-
nance represents a dynamic process with parallel input- and
output-related information processing in the left perisylvian re-
gion. Input- as well as output-related information coding was
found in both the frontal and temporal cortex, notably including
the motor and auditory association cortex. Input-related sen-
tence identity coding in the phase of low-frequency oscillations
showed a temporal relationship with both sentence onsets and
offsets. In the motor cortices, coding in the phase of low-
frequency oscillations had a stronger relationship with sentence
offsets than onsets (Fig. 7B), suggesting that sentence identity
coding in the phase of low-frequency oscillations in these cortical
areas is more dependent on the integrality of the planned
utterance.
The fact that information can be decoded from brain signals
does not automatically imply that the brain actively uses this
information (Bouton et al., 2018). Yet, lesion data indeed pro-
pose a modulatory role of frontal cortical areas in speech percep-
tion (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Murakami et al., 2015) and an
important contribution of temporal cortical areas to speech pro-
duction (Indefrey and Levelt, 2004; Tourville and Guenther,
2011; Hickok, 2012). This suggests that speech representation in
the brain is less modular compared with previous proposals of
theoretical speech models. WM-related processes were detected
also in the auditory association andmotor cortex (see also Cogan
et al., 2017). This specifies theoretical WMmodels in such a way
that it includes those cortical areas that upon lesions produce not
onlyWMdeficits but also nonamnestic symptoms. Themid STG
and the pars triangularis of the IFG showed the most significant
relationship between WM-related beta oscillations and task per-
formance, suggesting an important role of these cortices in verbal
WM. Indeed, sentence-level memory load effects have been ob-
served in anterior parts of Broca’s area that is part of the ventral
speech processing stream (Bonhage et al., 2014). Both lesions in
Broca’s region and in the anterior aspects of the left superior
temporal cortex produce verbal WMdeficits (Busch et al., 2015).
Temporal information coding during speaking was restricted
to a narrow theta band, the high beta band, and the low gamma
range compared with the much broader phase TPSim during
listening. The same auditory sentence was always a repetition of
the identical recording while participants may have reproduced
the same sentence slightly differently from trial to trial. This con-
firms that theta and gamma oscillations adapt to subtle rhythmic
irregularities that may arise from slightly different speech tempi
during speech production (Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Ghitza and
Greenberg, 2009; Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Gross et al., 2013).
Note the almost absence of sentence identity coding in the theta
band during WMmaintenance compared with the listening and
speaking trial phases in our experiment. Neural theta oscillations
are entrained by the perceived syllable rate during perception and
production (Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Giraud and Poeppel, 2012;
Behroozmand et al., 2015). In consequence, our results suggest
that sentences are stored inWM in amore abstract form than the
syllabic level. Beta oscillationsmore strongly reflect internal com-
putational brain rhythms associated with top-down processing
compared with stimulus-processing theta and low gamma oscil-
lations (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Bressler and Richter, 2015;
Lee et al., 2015). A recent WMmodel proposes both bottom-up
and top-down signals carry content-specific information and
top-down beta oscillations regulate bottom-up flow of sensory
information in the gamma range duringWM(Salazar et al., 2012;
Lundqvist et al., 2018b; Miller et al., 2018). Interareal synchroni-
zation of beta oscillations has been suggested to underlie the top-
down implementation of neural ensembles (Roelfsema et al.,
1997; Bastos et al., 2012; Michalareas et al., 2016; Miller et al.,
2018). Because sentence identity coding in beta and low gamma
oscillations was observed in different regions at different times of
WM maintenance, it is likely that multiple, hierarchically orga-
nized, brain regions assist in representing complex information
in WM.
Priming effects confirm proposed functional asymmetries in
bottom-up and top-down processing in the theta/gamma versus
beta range. Response priming during listening occurred primar-
ily in the theta and low gamma range. This suggests reproducing
the same sentence in successive trials shapes phase coding in
oscillations associated with bottom-up sensory processing. Rep-
etition priming in contrast to response priming is more closely
related tomemory representations on a larger time scale andmay
therefore involve additional top-down but also bottom-up sig-
nals duringWMmaintenance. Indeed, repetition priming during
WM was primarily observed in the beta and low gamma range.
In conclusion, broadband gamma power fluctuations and the
phase of local low-frequency oscillations in the left temporal and
frontal cortex, particularly in the beta band, represent sentences
in WM. The lack of temporal information coding in the theta
band suggests that the brain codes sentences inmemory in amore
abstract form than at the syllabic level. The fact that sentence
identity is consistently coded in the phase of beta oscillations and
that beta amplitude during WM maintenance correlates at the
same time with performance confirms the role of these neural
signals in top-down processing.
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